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The source code of Life 

  Evolution = 4 bn years 
of forking without 
version tracking 

… and you thought legacy  
Fortran code was a pain 



Two distinct issues 

  Getting the code from the 
repository (living beings) 

  Reverse-engineering the code 
(zero documentation!)  

Extraction, sequencing, assembly Experimentation, mutagenesis 
+ (comparative) sequence analysis 
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Evolving process of rev-eng 

  No genomes  entirely experimental  
  Make random mutants, trace back effect to gene of interest 

  One genome  some predictive filtering  
  Design mutants, long iterative process 

  Many related genomes  much better predictive filtering  
  Nature’s mutants, drastically reduced iterative process 



Nature’s mutants (example) 
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Typical analysis process 

All done through separate 
GUIs  poor batching, no 

automation, no chaining 

BLAST 



Programmatic access 

  The servers can be accessed with scripts*, and there are 
awesome libraries that provide wrappers, data structures 
etc. 

But here’s the rub… 

* (there are a few GUI pipeline apps but usability is an issue </diplomatic>) 



“What’s a command line?” 

Exhibit A: Experimental Biologist 
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Do it manually? 

Exhibit B: Lazy Postdoc (me) 



Long story short 

Collection of one-time 
scripts 

 

Toolkit 

 

Full-featured application 

 

DNA-based OS? 



Fundamental requirements 

  Design, assembly and modification of pipelines / 
workflows 

  Automated execution, parameter / output versioning, 
provenance data bundling, interactive visualization 



Staging / Execution 



Staging system 

  Basic requirements 
  intuitive 
  flexible 
  extensible 

+ Pre-assembled  
workflows / pipelines 

+ Hooks for external / roll-your-own functions 



Staging area - workflows 



Workflow components 

  TRAPPIST provides discrete task components 
for every step of analysis: 

  Initial inputs selection 
  Data processing steps  

(existing algorithms) 
  Graphical output  

  Component I/O relies on matching ports with  
data object classes 
  Forces validation of data type/format (not up to user) 



Component representation 



Interacting with components 



Connecting components 
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Execution system 

  Progressive / modular / dependency-aware 

  Parameter set versioning linked to output versioning  

  Users more likely to try various 
parameters to test assumptions  



Flow control rule 

  Component ports have “fill” status 

  If all its inputs are filled, component is OK to execute 
" add component to execution queue 

I’m OK to go! 



Database architecture 

Central DB 

Staging DB Execution DB 

Staging DB Execution DB 

Workflow 1 

Workflow 2 





Staging DB 

  DB schema + data dump sufficient to fully describe a workflow 



Execution DB 



Enforcing good practices  

  Provenance bundle including: 
  Workflow schema 
  Parameter sets 
  Code version info 

  Executable papers! 
  Reproducibility! 
  Science! 



Interactive visualization 



U haz questions? 


